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What Must Change to Achieve a Praccal
Cure by 2025?
Conclusions:
→

The goal of developing a Praccal Cure by 2025 is unlikely to be met if the nonproﬁts connue their current cure research funding paradigms.

→

There are changes in research funding and other cure development strategies
that the non-proﬁts could implement immediately to meaningfully increase the
probability of delivering a cure in this meframe.

→

Donors who seek a Praccal Cure can take acon to eﬀect change by spulang
that their donaons be used only for Praccal Cure research and development.

Organizations
of Focus:

American Diabetes
Association (ADA)
Diabetes Research
Institute Foundation
(DRIF)
JDRF
Joslin Diabetes Center (Joslin)
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What Must Change to Achieve a Practical Cure by 2025?

This report outlines what must happen in order to deliver a Praccal Cure for type 1 diabetes by 2025. First and foremost, meeng this goal requires a paradigm shi. in how the major non-proﬁts pursue cure development and fund research. The extensive recommendaons presented in this report involve all of the major players: the non-proﬁts, the
research community, and donors.
Although a cure outcome by 2025 is not assured, the approach we delineate would a1ract new researchers and resources; yield new research approaches and innovaons; accelerate cure progress; and reinvigorate donor and volunteer support. As a result, making the recommended changes would create the best chance to deliver a cure for those
now living with type 1.

The Current Situaon
A.er over forty years of cure development eﬀorts, the non-proﬁt establishment has failed to put a cure on the horizon.
Their eﬀorts lack focus in terms of research goals and funding pracces. None of the major diabetes charies has set a
me goal for a cure, and only one of the four, the DRIF, has adopted a deﬁnion of a cure. The absence of a me goal
diminishes the urgency to develop a cure, while the lack of deﬁned outcomes for cure research encourages openended exploraon and misaligns valuable research resources. Put simply, the non-proﬁts’ allocaon of cure research
grants do not align with the intenons of cure donors. Too much funding is directed to research areas with no potenal
to deliver a cure, while some of the most promising cure research suﬀers from insuﬃcient support.
One of the key ﬁndings of a recent JDCA survey is that the donor community overwhelmingly prefers the pursuit of a
Praccal Cure over an Idealized Cure.1 A Praccal Cure comprises a set of outcomes that can potenally be a1ained by
2025. It would not completely eliminate type 1 for paents, but it would permit them to live as if they did not have the
disease, including an unrestricted diet, worry-free sleep, and diminished psychological burdens. (Please see Appendix A
on page 5 for a complete descripon of a Praccal Cure.) In contrast, an Idealized Cure for type 1 would theorecally
eliminate the disease but would very likely require a signiﬁcantly longer me to develop.
The JDCA believes that there is a moral imperave on the part of the non-proﬁts to develop a cure as quickly as possible. The urgent need to produce a cure means that the non-proﬁts must shi. focus to Praccal Cure research that is
already underway. Exisng research projects with the potenal to deliver a cure for people who are now living with
type 1 should receive elevated funding priority. Fully funding these projects would align with the intenons of current
cure donors.

Time Consideraons
The speedy compleon of research is crucial in pursuit of a me-bound cure goal, as is a commitment to provide full
funding for the most promising research projects. Ulizing a me goal would depriorize extensive areas of exploratory and ancillary research with no capacity to meet the targeted cure outcome so as to free up resources to support
those projects that have the best potenal to deliver a cure in our lifeme.
The cure research and development meline presented in the exhibit below can be used as a guide in esmang the
total me necessary to complete the research process from the inial discovery phase through ﬁnal FDA approval and
the commercial availability of a cure. The chart covers the steps involved in the pre-clinical stage, which includes basic
research through animal tesng. It also lays out the likely me required to progress through the rigorous human tesng
stage of development and ﬁnal FDA approval.
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Exhibit A: Research Process from Project Iniaon to FDA Approval

Pre-Clinical

Clinical

FDA
Approval

1-4 years 2-4 years

2-4 years

1-2 years

Source: California Instute for Regenerave Medicine; JDCA esmates, with contribuons from Joshua Levy

Working backward chronologically from the right side of the chart, the mean esmated me required to commercialize
a potenal cure is ten years from the commencement of Phase 1 human clinical trials to ﬁnal U.S. FDA approval. The
me between today and 2025 is only slightly longer than the mean; hence, there is no me to waste.
Currently most Praccal Cure research projects are in the pre-clinical stage of development, and not all of them are
fully funded. Praccal Cure projects collecvely account for a very small percentage of the non-proﬁts’ total cure research budgets. A funding strategy that is more focused on promising near-term research would speed the projects’
me to compleon and advance viable pre-clinical research to human tesng in me to meet the 2025 me goal. Evaluang the pool of potenal research projects against a me goal of 2025 implies that many exploratory projects will
be rejected in favor of those that have the potenal to deliver a cure in the near future.

Acon Steps for Non-Proﬁts
To meaningfully increase the likelihood of developing a Praccal Cure by 2025 requires an immediate paradigm shi3
in the non-proﬁts’ cure research funding strategies. Cure development projects are currently overwhelmingly skewed
in favor of Idealized Cure research rather than Praccal Cure projects. Of the 329 type 1 human clinical trials currently
underway, only six projects, or two percent of the total, target a Praccal Cure.2 The proporonal allocaon of funding
needs to shi3 from Idealized Cure research in the direcon of Praccal Cure research if there is to be a reasonable
chance of delivering a cure in me to beneﬁt those now living with type 1.
To meet this goal the non-proﬁts also need to implement a Praccal Cure research iniave that involves:
→

→

→

adopng a Praccal Cure deﬁnion and a me goal against which to strictly evaluate projects’ viability and potenal to meet these outcomes
narrowing the research focus by priorizing and fully funding the most promising projects that are designed to deliver the targeted cure outcomes within the me goal, regardless of whether the research is in the pre-clinical or
human clinical trial stage of development
de-emphasizing Idealized Cure research and exploratory research with less deﬁned outcomes and/or me to compleon that is irrelevant to individuals now living with type 1
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→

→
→

incenvizing management to deliver a cure and incenvizing researchers to design projects that endeavor to deliver Praccal Cure outcomes
developing objecve metrics, including interim goals, to gauge tangible research progress
reporng regularly on cure research and development performance

A fundamental change in the relaonship between the non-proﬁts and the research community also needs to occur.
The non-proﬁts need to become more proacve in solicing the kind of projects they want to fund. They need to send
a message to researchers that they seek and are willing to fund Praccal Cure projects. This, in turn, will incenvize and
encourage the research community to design and propose these types of projects.
The implementaon of these strategic iniaves will have signiﬁcant implicaons. It will strengthen cure development
strategies and draw addional research resources and innovaon to cure eﬀorts. Adopng a Praccal Cure research
iniave would also reinvigorate support from jaded or disenfranchised members of the donor community and likely
result in greater ﬁnancial support for cure eﬀorts.3

Acon Steps for Donors
The best thing donors can do to drive change is to require that their donaons be used for Praccal Cure research. If
you are a cure donor, explicitly stang how your money can be used will ensure that the non-proﬁts use your donaon
in alignment with your intenons. The straighDorward acons donors can take to signiﬁcantly impact the chances of
achieving a Praccal Cure by 2025 include:
→

→

→

Spulang in wring that their contribuon be used only for research that targets a Praccal Cure. The JDCA provides a spulaon le1er that may be downloaded from our website at:
h1p://www.thejdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Donor-Acon-Le1er.pdf
A1aching this le1er to your donaon will ensure that the charity uses your contribuon only for this type of research.
Major gi. donors may refer to the JDCA’s Giving Guide on our website at:
h1p://www.thejdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Giving-Guide.pdf
This document is a useful tool for donaons that may involve special condions or are structured to take eﬀect
over mulple years.
Donors can also call the JDCA directly at (212) 308-7433 for a private consultaon on structuring a Praccal Cure
research donaon.

If you do s pulate for Prac cal Cure research, please let the JDCA know so that we may track this eﬀort and monitor
the non-proﬁts’ use of the s pulated dona ons.

Summary and Conclusion
In order to meaningfully increase the probability of developing a Praccal Cure by 2025 a broad range of acons need
to be implemented by the non-proﬁts, researchers, and donor communies. Although a Praccal Cure is by no means
assured if these acons are taken, the non-proﬁts have an obligaon to maximize Praccal Cure research opportunies
and to be1er align their cure development eﬀorts with the intenons of donors who seek a cure for individuals now
living with type 1.
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Several beneﬁts would be derived from the non-proﬁts adopon of a Praccal Cure research iniave. New researchers and resources would emerge in the cure arena along with new projects and innovaons, which would accelerate
cure progress. It is also likely that the greater clarity and transparency associated with a Praccal Cure research iniave would reinvigorate the donor community and garner greater ﬁnancial support for cure research.
The non-proﬁt organizaons can implement the requisite changes of their own volion, or the donor community can
drive the changes through their acons. Donors can bring about the change they seek by spulang that their contribuons be used only for Praccal Cure work. Either way, the end result should be the same: more donor contribuons
will be directed to Praccal Cure research and the chances of realizing a Praccal Cure by 2025 will signiﬁcantly improve.

Appendix A: JDCA Deﬁnion of a Praccal Cure
A Praccal Cure is outcome based and permits a ‘like-normal’ lifestyle
Sleep Worry Free

Minimal Monitoring

 Allows patients to sleep care free

 Does not require blood glucose
monitoring beyond once a week
 A1C levels 5-7%

Minimal Side Effects

Free Diet

 Best case: Zero side effects
 Acceptable case: Insignificant
side effects

 Does not restrict a patient’s diet
 Does not require carb counting

Reasonable Meds

Fast Recovery

 If pharmacological, an
easily managed regime

 If surgical, less than 72
hours recovery
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1. JDCA report, “Do Donors Feel That Praccal Cure Research Is Important?,” dated January 31,
2013.
2. JDCA report, “Update of Type 1 Human Clinical Trials That Target a Praccal Cure,” dated
December 17, 2012.
3. JDCA report, “Do Donors Feel That Praccal Cure Research Is Important?,” dated January 31,
2013.
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